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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to visual objects classification based on
generating simple fuzzy classifiers using local image features to distinguish
between one known class and other classes. Boosting meta learning is used to
find the most representative local features. The proposed approach is tested
on a state-of-the-art image dataset and compared with the bag-of-features
image representation model combined with the Support Vector Machine clas-
sification. The novel method gives better classification accuracy and the time
of learning and testing process is more than 30% shorter.
Keywords: visual object categorization, fuzzy classification, boosting
meta-learning
1. Introduction
The most popular way to search vast collections of images and video which
are generated every day in a tremendous amount is realized by keywords and
meta tags or just by browsing them. Emergence of content-based image re-
trieval (CBIR) in the 1990s enabled automatic retrieval of images to a certain
extent. Various CBIR tasks include searching for images similar to the query
image or retrieving images of a certain class [7][9][18][19][23][24][26][35][50][51]
[53] and classification [1][3][6][16][17][20][25][43][52] of the query image. Such
content-based image matching remains a challenging problem of computer
science. Image matching consists of two relatively difficult tasks: identifying
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objects on images and fast searching through large collections of identified
objects. Identifying objects on images is still a challenge as the same ob-
jects and scenes can be viewed under different imaging conditions. There are
many previous works dedicated to the problem formulated in this way. Some
of them are based on color representation [13][22][33], textures [5][11][15][45],
shape [14][21][47] or edge detectors [56][31][32]. Recently local invariant fea-
tures have gained a wide popularity [27][28][29][30][44]. The most popular
local keypoint detectors and descriptors are SURF [2], SIFT [27] or ORB
[36].
The second substantial problem is a fast retrieval of identified objects.
To find similar images to a query image, we need to compare all feature de-
scriptors of all images usually by some distance measures. Such comparison
is enormously time consuming and there is ongoing worldwide research to
speed up the process. Yet, the current state of the art in the case of high
dimensional computer vision applications is not fully satisfactory. The liter-
ature presents countless methods and variants utilizing e.g. a voting scheme
or histograms of clustered keypoints. They are mostly based on some form
of approximate search. One of the solutions to the problem can be descrip-
tor vector hashing. In [8] the authors proposed a locality-sensitive hashing
method for the approximate nearest neighbour algorithm. In [30] the authors
built a hierarchical quantizer in the form of a tree. Such tree is a kind of an
approximate nearest neighbour algorithm and constitutes a visual dictionary.
Recently, the bag-of-features (BoF) approach [12][34][44][49][54] has gained
in popularity. In the BoF method clustered vectors of image features are col-
lected and sorted by the count of occurrence (histograms). There are some
modifications of this method, for example a solution that uses earth movers
distance (EMD) presented in [12]. The main problem with the aforemen-
tioned approaches is that all individual descriptors or approximations of sets
of descriptors presented in the histogram form must be compared. Such cal-
culations are very computationally expensive. Moreover, the BoF approach
requires redesign of the classifier when new visual classes are added to the
system. In this paper we will overcome these limitations and we will present
a novel method to classify fast various images in large collections on the ba-
sis of their content. Our method is partly inspired by the ideas of Viola et
al. [46][48][55]. They used a modified version of the AdaBoost algorithm to
select the most important features from a large number of very simple rect-
angular features similar to Haar basis functions. The selected features are
treated by the authors of [46][48] as weak classifiers for the content-based im-
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age retrieval task, mainly images containing faces. Contrary to the previous
authors, who developed CBIR systems based on boosting techniques, in the
approach proposed in this paper: (i) we use the original version AdaBoost
algorithm to choose the most important local features; (ii) a wide variety of
local and global visual features descriptors (e.g. SURF SIFT or ERB) can
be incorporated into our classifier; (iii) our method is applicable to a wider
class of images (not only face images); (iv) incorporating new visual classes
in the system requires only adding new fuzzy rules to the rule base without
restructuring the existing rule base. In this paper we propose a novel ap-
proach to use fuzzy logic and fuzzy rules as the adjustable representation of
visual feature clusters. Fuzzy logic [37][38][39][41][42] is a very convenient
method for describing partial membership to a set. This allows creating a
very efficient method for fast object classification in large databases. We
combine fuzzy logic and boosting meta learning to choose the most repre-
sentative set of image features for every considered class of objects. In each
step we randomly choose one feature from a set of positive images taking
into consideration feature weights computed using the Adaboost algorithm.
This feature constitutes a base to build a weak classifier. The weak classifier
is given in the form of a fuzzy rule and the selected feature is a base to de-
termine the initial parameters of the fuzzy rule. In the learning process the
weak classifiers are adjusted to fit positive image examples. This approach
could be very useful for the search based on the image content in a set of
complex graphical objects in a database. The main contribution and novelty
of the paper is as follows:
• We present a novel method for automatic building a fuzzy rule base for
image classification based on local features; the method does not require
knowledge of any initial parameters, contrary to e.g. the popular BoF
method which requires specifying the dictionary size.
• We develop an efficient technique for fast classification of images, in
particular the learning and the testing time of our method is, respec-
tively, 35% and 32% shorter than in the case of BoF.
• We propose a method for automatic search of the most salient local
features for a given class of images.
• We design a flexible system; expanding the system knowledge is efficient
because adding new visual classes to the system requires only adding
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new fuzzy rules whereas in the case of BoF it requires the whole new
dictionary generation and re-learning of classifiers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed
method of creating the weak classifier ensemble as a fuzzy rule base. The
method of classifying new query images is presented in Section 3. Section 4
provides simulation results on the the PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC)
2012 dataset [10] to compare the proposed method with the BoF method
combined with support vector machines classifiers.
2. Boosting-Generated Simple Fuzzy Classifiers
The main idea of this paper is to find the most representative fuzzy rules
for a given class ωc, c = 1, . . . , V , of visual objects and to fast classify query
images afterwards. This section describes the learning process i.e. gener-
ating fuzzy rules from a set of examples. The algorithm uses the boosting
meta learning to generate suitable number of weak classifiers. The classifiers
feature space RN consists of elements xn, n = 1, .., N . For example, in the
case of using the standard SIFT descriptors, N = 128.
In each step we randomly choose one local feature from the set of positive
images according to its boosting weight. Then we search for similar feature
vectors from all positive images. Using these similar features we construct
one fuzzy rule. Undoubtedly, it is impossible to find exactly the same features
in all images from the same class, thus we search for feature vectors which
are similar to the feature picked randomly in the current step. This is the
one of the reasons for using fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic. The rules have the
following form:
Rct : IF x1 is G
c
1,t AND x2 is G
c
2,t AND . . .
. . . AND x128 is G
c
128,t THEN image i ∈ ωc(βct ) , (1)
where t = 1, . . . , T c is the rule number in the current run of boosting, T c is
the number of rules for the class ωc and β
c
t is the importance of the classifier,
designed to classify objects from the class ωc, created in the t-th boosting
run. The weak classifiers (1) consist of fuzzy sets with Gaussian membership
functions
Gcn,t(x) = e
−
(
x−mcn,t
σcn,t
)2
, (2)
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where mcn,t is the center of the Gaussian function (2) and σ
c
n,t is its width.
For the clarity of presentation this section describes generating the ensemble
of weak classifiers for a class ωc, thus the class index c will be omitted.
Let I be the number of all images in the learning set, divided into two
sets: positive images and negative images, having, respectively, Ipos and Ineg
elements. Obviously I = Ipos + Ineg. Positive images belong to a class ωc
that we train our classifier with. For every image from these two sets we
determine local features, for example local interest points using e.g. SIFT or
SURF algorithms. The points are represented by descriptors, and we operate
on two sets of vectors: positive descriptors {pi; i = 1, .., Lpos} and negative
ones {nj; j = 1, .., Lneg}. In the case of the standard SIFT algorithm, each
vector pi and nj consists of 128 real values. Let vi be the number of keypoint
vectors in the ith positive image, let uj be the number of keypoint vectors in
the jth negative image. Then, the total number of learning vectors is given
by
L =
Ipos∑
i=1
vi +
Ineg∑
j=1
uj , (3)
where L = Lpos + Lneg. According to the AdaBoost algorithm, we have to
assign a weight to each keypoint in the learning set. When creating new
classifiers the weights are used to indicate keypoints which were difficult
to handle. At the start of the algorithm, all the weights have the same,
normalized values
Dl1 =
1
L
for l = 1, . . . , L . (4)
Let us define matrices Pt and Nt constituting the learning set
Pt =
 p
1 D1t
...
...
pLpos D
Lpos
t
 =
 p
1
1, . . . , p
1
N D
1
t
...
...
p
Lpos
1 , . . . , p
Lpos
N D
Lpos
t
 , (5)
Nt =
 n
1 D1
...
...
nLneg D
Lneg
t
 =
 n
1
1, . . . , p
1
N D
1
...
...
n
Lneg
1 , . . . , p
Lneg
N D
Lneg
t
 . (6)
The learning process consists in creating T simple classifiers (weak learners
in boosting terminology) in the form of fuzzy rules (1). After each run t,
t = 1, . . . , T , of the proposed algorithm, one fuzzy rule Rt is obtained. The
process of building a single fuzzy classifier is presented below.
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1. Randomly choose one vector pr, 1 ≤ r ≤ Lpos from positive samples
using normalized distribution of elements D1t , . . . , D
Lpos
t in matrix (5).
This drawn vector becomes a basis to generate a new classifier and
the learning set weights contribute to the probability of choosing a
keypoint.
2. For each image from the positive image set find the feature vector which
is nearest to pr (for example according to the Euclidean distance) and
store this vector in matrix Mt of the size Ip×N . Every row represents
one feature from a different image vi, i = 1, . . . , Ipos, and no image
occurs more than once
Mt =

p˜1t,1 · · · p˜1t,N
... · · · ...
p˜jt,1
. . . j˜jt,N
... · · · ...
p˜
Ipos
t,1 · · · p˜Ipost,N
 , (7)
Each vector
[
p˜jt,1 · · · p˜jt,N
]
, j = 1, . . . , Ipos, in matrix (7) contains one
visual descriptor from the set {pi; i = 1, .., Lpos}. For example, in view
of descriptions (5) and (3), the first row in matrix (7) is one of the rows
of the following matrix  p
1
1, . . . , p
1
N
...
...
pv11 , . . . , p
v1
N
 , (8)
where v1 is the number of feature vectors in the first positive image.
3. In this step a weak classifier is built, i.e. we find centres and widths of
Gaussian functions which are membership functions of fuzzy sets in a
fuzzy rule (1).
(a) Compute the absolute value dt,n as the difference between the
smallest and the highest values in each column of the matrix (7)
dt,n = | min
i=1,...,Ip
pin − max
i=1,...,Ip
pin| (9)
where n = 1, . . . , N . Compute the center of fuzzy Gaussian mem-
bership function (2) mt,n in the following way
mt,n = max
i=1,...,Ip
pin −
dt,n
2
. (10)
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Now we have to find the widths of these fuzzy set membership
functions. We have to assume that for all real arguments in the
range of
[
mt,n − dt,n2 ;mt,n + dt,n2
]
the Gaussian function (fuzzy set
membership function) values should satisfy Gn,t(x) ≥ 0.5. Only
in this situation do we activate the fuzzy rule. As we assume
that Gn,t(x) is at least 0.5 to activate a fuzzy rule, using simple
substitution x = mt,n − dt,n2 , we obtain the relationship for σt,n
σt,n =
dt,n
2
√− ln(0.5) (11)
Finally, we have to calculate the values mt,n and σn,t for every
element of the nth column of matrix (7), thus we have to repeat
the above steps for all N dimensions. In this way, we obtain N
Gaussian membership functions of N fuzzy sets. Of course, we can
label them using fuzzy linguistic expressions such as ’small’, ’large’
etc., but for the time being we mark them only in a mathematical
sense by Gn,t, where n, n = 1, .., N , is the index associated with
feature vector elements and t means the fuzzy rule number.
(b) Using values obtained in point a) we can construct a fuzzy rule
which creates a fuzzy classifier (1).
4. Now we have to evaluate the quality of the classifier obtained in step
3. We do this using the standard AdaBoost algorithm [40]. Let us
determine the activation level of the rule Rt which is computed by a
t-norm of all fuzzy sets membership function values
ft(x¯) =
N
T
n=1
Gn,t(x¯n) , (12)
where x¯ = [x1, . . . , xN ] is a vector of values of linguistic variables
x1, . . . , xN . In the case of minimum t-norm formula (12) becomes
ft(x¯) =
N
min
n=1
Gn,t(xn) . (13)
As a current run of the AdaBoost is for a given class ωc, we can treat the
problem as a binary classification (dichotomy) i.e. yl = 1 for descriptors
of positive images and yl = 0 for descriptors of negative images. Then
the fuzzy classifier decision is computed by
ht(x¯
l) =
{
1 if ft(x¯
l) ≥ 1
2
0 otherwise
. (14)
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For all the keypoints stored in matrices Pt and Nt we calculate new
weights Dlt. To this end, we compute the error of classifier (14) for all
L = Lpos + Lneg descriptors of all positive and negative images
εt =
L∑
l=1
DltI(ht(x¯
l) 6= yl) , (15)
where I is the indicator function
I(a 6= b) =
{
1 if a 6= b
0 if a = b
. (16)
If εt = 0 or εt > 0.5, we finish the training stage. If not, we compute
new weights:
αt = 0.5 ln
1− εt
εt
. (17)
Dlt+1 =
Dlt exp{−αtI(ht(x¯l) = yl)}
C
, (18)
where C is a constant such that
∑L
l=1D
l
t+1 = 1 . Finally classifier im-
portance is determined by
βt =
αt∑T
t=1 αt
. (19)
Remark 1
It should be noted that the classifier importance (19) is needed to compute
overall response of the boosting ensemble for the query image, which will be
described in detail in the next section.
Remark 2
The concept of ’word’ used in the BoW method [12][34][44][54] corre-
sponds to a fuzzy rule in the presented method, which in the case of the
SIFT application, consists of 128 Gaussian functions.
The next section will describe a classification of a new query image by
the ensemble.
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3. Classification of a Query Image
The boosting procedure described in the previous section should be ex-
ecuted for every visual object class ωc, c = 1, . . . , V , thus after the learning
procedure we obtain a set of V strong classifiers. Let us assume that we have
a new query image and an associated set of u visual features represented by
matrix Q
Q =

q1
q2
...
qu
 =

q11 . . . q
1
N
q21 · · · q2N
...
qu1 · · · quN
 . (20)
Let us determine the value of
Ft(Q) =
u
S
j=1
(
N
T
n=1
Gn,t(q
j
n)
)
, (21)
where S and T are t-norm and t-conorm, respectively (see [39]). To compute
the overall output of the ensemble of classifiers designed in Section 2, for
each class ωc we sum weak classifiers outputs (21) taking into consideration
their importance (19), i.e.
Hc(Q) =
T c∑
t=1
βtFt(Q) . (22)
Eventually, we assign a class label to the query image in the following way
f(Q) = arg max
c=1,...,V
H∗c(Q) . (23)
In formulas (22) and (23) we restored class label index c, which had been
removed at the beginning of Section 2. In formula (21) t-norm and t-conorm
can be chosen as min and max operators, respectively.
4. Experiments
The goal of the experiments was to evaluate the proposed approach and
compare it with the state-of-the-art method in terms of accuracy and speed.
We tested the proposed method on three classes of visual objects taken from
the PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) dataset [10], namely: Bus, Cat
9
Figure 1: Examples of objects from Bus, Cat and Train class taken from PASCAL Visual
Object Classes (VOC) dataset.
and Train. Examples of such visual objects are presented in Fig. 1. We
divided these three classes of objects into learning and testing examples. The
testing set consists of 15% images from the whole dataset. Before the learning
procedure we generated local keypoint vectors for all images from the Pascal
VOC dataset using the SIFT algorithm. These 128-element vectors were
stored in separate files for every image in the dataset. Each file contained
hundreds of vectors, depending on the complexity of the image.
All simulations were performed on a Hyper-V virtual machine with MS
Windows Operating System (8 GB RAM, Intel Xeon X5650, 2.67 GHz). We
determined the time and quality of classification. The testing set contained
only images that had never been presented to the system during learning
process.
The method proposed in the paper was implemented using C# language.
For the learning process needs, we built an extra set of examples (negative
examples) for each considered class of objects. The negative examples were
picked by random from other classes. We chose only the most representative
objects for considered classes, whereas for the testing purposes we chose
various kinds of images from a considered class.
We have compared our results with the bag-of-features image representa-
tion model combined with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification
based on the Chi-Square kernel. The BoF algorithm is currently one of the
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most popular algorithms in computer vision and it was run five times for
various dictionary sizes: 200, 250, 300, 350 and 400 words. Dictionaries for
the BoF were created using C++ language, based on the OpenCV Library
[4]. The BoF experiments were performed on the same set of objects as
the experiments for the method proposed in the paper. The results of the
BoF and SVM classification, both learning and testing, are presented in Ta-
ble 1. In the BoF algorithm the learning process (dictionary generation) is
run globally for all classes, thus column LT is empty in Table 1 for each
class. In Table 2 we depict simulation results of the method described in
Sections 2 and 3. The BoF combined with the SVM algorithm achieved the
best overall classification accuracy for three classes for the dictionary of size
350 (Table 1), which was approximately worse by 2% than in the case of
the proposed method. Moreover, the learning and classification time for the
proposed method is considerably shorter than the BoF-SVM (182.117 s vs.
246.48 s), which is better, respectively by 35% and 32%. The dictionaries of
other sizes performed slightly worse than the dictionary of size 350. It can
be clearly seen that our method gives a better classification accuracy and the
time of learning and testing process is shorter. It should be also emphasized
that our method has an extra advantage; namely we can add a new class of
visual objects to the existing system by just adding new rules. In the BoF
we have to recreate the whole dictionary. The most time-consuming part of
the bag-of-features classification is the SVM learning.
5. Conclusions
We proposed a new approach to fast image classification. Our approach,
which works by repeatedly creating fuzzy rules based on most salient image
features, has shown promising results on a real-world dataset. Despite its
simplicity, it outperformed the bag-of-features method in terms of accuracy
and speed. It demonstrates the following advantages:
• the method is relatively accurate in terms of visual object classification,
• learning and classification is very fast,
• expanding the system knowledge is efficient as adding new visual classes
to the system requires generation of new fuzzy rules whereas in the case
of bag-of-features it requires new dictionary generation and re-learning
of classifiers.
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Table 1: Results of the learning and testing processes for the BoF and SVM algorithms
(CQ - Classification Quality ([%]), LT - Learning time ([s]), TT - Testing time ([s])). The
learning time is given only as the overall time for all classes.
Dictionary size: 200
CQ LT TT
Buses 70.59% 3.532
Cats 100% 5.199
Trains 41.17% 4.833
Total 41.18% 195.57 13.564
Dictionary size: 250
CQ LT TT
Buses 70.59% 3.627
Cats 88.24% 5.858
Trains 35.29% 5.177
Total 64.71% 208.241 14.662
Dictionary size 300
CQ LT TT
Buses 76.47% 3.678
Cats 88.24% 5.734
Trains 41.18% 5.134
Total 68.63% 213.317 14.546
Dictionary size 350
CQ LT TT
Buses 70.59% 3.696
Cats 94.12% 5.862
Trains 52.94% 5.436
Total 72.55% 246.48 14.994
Dictionary size 400
CQ LT TT
Buses 70.59% 4.116
Cats 88.24% 6.136
Trains 52.94% 5.344
Total 70.59% 265.469 15.596
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Table 2: Classification accuracy and time of the learning and testing processes obtained
by the method proposed in this paper (CQ - Classification Quality ([%]), LT - Learning
time ([s]), TT - Testing time ([s])). The learning time is given only as the overall time for
all classes.
Positive
learning
samples
Negative
Learn-
ing
samples
Classif.
accu-
racy on
testing
set
Learning
time ([s])
Testing
time:
([s])
Buses 76 17 82.35% 3.236
Cats 82 17 76.47% 4.495
Trains 73 17 64.71% 3.593
Total 231 51 74.51% 182.117 11.324
The method also demonstrates a potential in terms of possibility to expand
it in order to incorporate different features or different meta learning algo-
rithms.
It should be noted that the system can work with virtually any type
of fuzzy membership functions, e.g. triangular or bell-shape. Moreover,
various types of t-norm can be used in the algorithm but the application of
the minimum t-norm leads to faster computation than in the case of other
t-norms.
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